Abstract. We propose the first automated method for estimating distance from frontal pictures of unknown faces. Camera calibration is not necessary, nor is the reconstruction of a 3D representation of the shape of the head. Our method is based on estimating automatically the position of face and head landmarks in the image, and then using a regressor to estimate distance from such measurements. We collected and annotated a dataset of frontal portraits of 53 individuals spanning a number of attributes (sex, age, race, hair), each photographed from seven distances. We find that our proposed method outperforms humans performing the same task. We observe that different physiognomies will bias systematically the estimate of distance, i.e. some people look closer than others. We expire which landmarks are more important for this task.
Introduction
Consider a standard portrait of a person -either painted or photographed. Can one estimate the distance between the camera (or the eye of the painter) and the face of the sitter? Can one do so accurately even when the camera and the sitter are unknown? These questions are not just academic -we have four applications in mind. First, faces are present in most consumer pictures; if faces could provide a cue to distance, this would be useful for scene analysis. Second, psychologists have pointed out that the distance from which a portrait is captured affects its emotional valence [1] ; therefore, estimating this distance from a given picture would provide a cue to automate the assessment of its emotional valence. Third, estimating the distance from which master paintings were produced will provide art historians with useful information on art practices throughout the ages [2] . The fourth potential application is forensics: inconsistency in the distance from which faces were photographed may help reveal photographic forgeries [3] .
The most informative visual cues for distance are stereoscopic disparity [4] , motion parallax [5] , [6] and structured lighting [7, 8] . However, we are interested 60cm 90cm 120cm 180cm 240cm 360cm 480cm Fig. 1 . Portrait pictures of a subject taken from 7 different distances ranging between 60 cm (left-most image) and 480 cm (right-most image). The effect of perspective, improperly called 'perspective distortion', is clearly noticeable. In portraits taken from a closer distance (left) the nose and mouth appear bigger, the ears are partially occluded by the cheeks and the face appears longer. This systematic deformation in the image plane is related to distance. We explore whether, and how accurately, the distance from which the portrait was taken may be estimated from the image when both the person and the camera are unknown.
in the case of a static monocular brightness picture, such as a painting hanging in a museum or a photograph in a newspaper, where none of these cues is available.
The most reliable remaining cue is object familiarity [9] ; however, there are several obstacles to a straightforward use of this cue. First, if the camera is unknown one does not have calibration parameters, which rules out straightforward use of the distance of known points, such as the distance between the pupils. Second, when the sitter is unknown only statistical, rather than exact, knowledge of the 3D shape of the object is available. However, it is known that one image of a constellation of at least five 3D points whose mutual position is known is sufficient both for camera calibration and pose computation [10] , and therefore one would expect that some useful signal is available, see Fig. 1 .
In this paper we study the feasibility and accuracy of automatically estimating the distance of a person from a camera, using a single 2D frontal portrait image without requiring any prior knowledge on the camera used or the person being photographed. Our approach is to first detect automatically facial features and then estimate distance from their mutual positions in the image. Our main contributions are:
1. A novel approach for estimating the camera-head distance from a single 2D portrait photograph when both the camera and the sitter are unknown. Our method yields useful signal and outperforms humans by 16%, see Fig. 6 . 2. The introduction of a new dataset of portraits, Caltech Multi-Distance Portraits (CMDP), composed of 53 subjects belonging to both sexes, a variety of ages, ethnic backgrounds and physiognomies. Each subject was photographed from seven different distances and each portrait manually labeled with 55 keypoints over the head and face. The dataset is available online. 3. In-depth analysis and discussion of the feasibility of the proposed approach.
We study two different variants of the task and analyze what are the most important input visual cues. We compare our method's performance using machine estimated landmarks vs. ground-truth landmarks. Finally, we also compare with the performance of human observers. Interestingly, we found that the main source of error for both humans and our method is the variability of physiognomies.
Related Work
Estimating the pose of a human head from an image was explored in [11, 12] . The literature focuses on the estimation of the three degrees of freedom (DOF) -yaw, pitch and roll -under the assumption that the human head can be modeled as a disembodied rigid object. Knowledge of the intrinsic camera parameters or depth information is required. Psychophysics experiments [13, 14] show that human face recognition performance can be impaired by perspective transformation. As one might expect, the severity of this deficit depends on the difference between the amount of 'perspective distortion' at the learning and testing phases. They also established that both global perspective information and local image similarity features such as ears, eyes, mouth or nose play a fundamental role in this task. Their conclusion is that perspective distortion impairs face recognition, similarly to other visual cues such as lighting and head orientation. This poses the question of whether perspective distortion or, equivalently, distance may be estimated.
Psychologists [1] observed that portrait photographs taken from within personal space elicit lower investments in an economic trust game and lower ratings of social traits such as strength, attractiveness or trustworthiness. These findings could not be explained by width-to-height ratio, explicit knowledge of the camera distance or typicality of the presented faces, thus suggesting the existence of a facial cue influencing social judgments as a function of interpersonal distance. They suggest that there is an "optimal distance" at which portraits should be taken. This idea of choosing the optimal viewpoint and distance to subject is also known to be of great importance in traditional portraiture [2] .
To our knowledge, Flores et al. [15] are the first to propose a method that recovers camera distance from a single image of a previously unseen subject. Their work is based on the Efficient Perspective n-Point algorithm (EPnP) [16] , a non-iterative solution to the perspective n-point problem for pose estimation of a calibrated camera given n 3D-to-2D point correspondences. The main difference with our work is that this approach is based on explicit computation of 3D information; therefore it requires 3D models of heads. We argue this is an unnecessary complication. Moreover, Flores et al.'s method is not fully automated and requires hand-annotated landmarks on the test image.
In contrast with all prior work, we propose to train and test in image space without the need for 3D head features or pose information. Furthermore, no calibration or knowledge of camera parameters is needed. Finally, thanks to the recent improvement of automatic facial landmark estimation [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , our method is fully automated; it uses automatically estimated landmarks instead of manual annotations.
Caltech Multi-Distance Portraits Dataset
We collected a novel dataset, the Caltech Multi-Distance Portraits (CMDP). This collection is made of high quality frontal portraits of 53 individuals against a blue background imaged from seven distances spanning the typical range of distances between photographer and subject: 60, 90, 120, 180, 240, 360, 480 cm, see Fig 1. For distances exceeding 5m, perspective projection approaches a parallel projection (the depth of a face is about 10cm), therefore no samples beyond 480cm were needed. Participants were selected among both genders, different ages and a variety of ethnicities, physiognomies, hair and facial hair styles, to make the dataset as heterogeneous and representative as possible. Pictures were collected with a Canon Rebel Xti DSLR camera mounting a 28-300mm L-series Canon zoom lens. Participants standing in front of a blue background were instructed to remain still and maintain a neutral expression. The photographer used a monopod to support the camera-lens assembly. The monopod was adjusted so that the height of the center of the lens would correspond to the bridge of the nose, between the eyes. Markings on the ground indicated seven distances. After taking each picture, the photographer moved the foot of the monopod to the next marking, adjusted the zoom to fill the frame of the picture with the face, and took the next picture. This procedure resulted in seven pictures (one per distance) being taken within 15-20 seconds. Images were then cropped and resampled to a common format. The lens was calibrated at different zoom settings to verify the amount of barrel distortion, which was found to be very small at all settings, and thus left uncorrected. Lens calibration was then discarded and not used further in our experiments.
As the camera approaches the subject the relationship of the size of the picture of the main parts of the face changes ( Fig. 1) . It is important to clarify that this 'perspective distortion' is not a lens error (this was verified, as explained in the previous paragraph): it arises from the projection of the three dimensional world into a two dimensional image and is easily observable with our own eyes. We could have used any other lens, including one with fixed focal length, or a pinhole camera, and there would have been no difference in the amount of 'perspective distortion' measured at a given distance (that is, assuming that the lens has no internal flaws or distortion). Using a lens with a shorter focal length and wider field of view will result in a coarser pixel sampling of the face, but the perspective geometry and proportions would only depend on distance, or, equivalently, on the visual angle subtended by the face. Regardless of the lens used, crops of two images taken from the same distance would be identical, apart from sampling resolution. We used a zoom lens to obtain maximum pixel resolution at all distances.
Annotating CMDP
All images in the dataset were manually annotated with 55 facial landmarks distributed over and along the face and head contour, see Fig. 2 (a). The location of our landmarks is very different from landmark positions typically used in the literature, more focused towards the center and bottom of the face, as for example Multi-pie [22] format, Fig. 2(b) . We purposely wanted to have landmarks around the head contour (in green) and all around the face (in red), to sample a larger area of the face. The dataset was annotated by three different human annotators. Portraits from the same subject were always annotated by the same annotator in sequence, minimizing the variance in the location of landmarks between pictures at different distances. To check consistency of annotations, we doubly annotated several images from different subjects. Annotators are very consistent, showing an average disagreement between them less than 3% of the interocular distance, and not varying much across distances, see Fig 4. 
Problem formulation
The goal is to estimate the camera-head distance from a single 2D portrait photograph when both the camera and the sitter are unknown. From this initial problem formulation, we derive two different tasks:
1. Sorting the seven images belonging to a single previously unseen subject according to their distance. 2. Estimating the distance from which a single image of a previously unseen subject was taken.
While the difference between the two might seem subtle, it affects the entire procedure. Firstly, from a machine learning point of view, the former is a classification task, while the latter is a pure regression problem, meaning that feature normalization schemes and error metrics will be different in each case.
Secondly, pure regression is a much harder task. Since the person has never been seen before, it is difficult to account for his/her physiognomy. For example, a person with a round face or a big nose will often appear closer than a squared face with a small nose, see Fig. 3 . Fig. 3 . Estimating the relative distance of previously unseen subjects is a difficult task. Consider these portraits. Their physiognomy confuses human annotators, which have a tendency to pick the left image (d=240cm) as the closest one, while the right hand side one (d=180cm) was closer.
In fact, while humans are able to perform the first task rather accurately, see Fig. 6 , they are completely unable to perform the second task. Part of the reason is the well known fact that humans are better at relative judgments, rather than estimating absolute values. Another reason may be that having access to several pictures of the same subject allows to ignore physiognomy and focus on the important signal. For real-life applications the regression task is far more relevant; we use the ordering task exclusively to benchmark our method against human performance and guide our thoughts.
Error metrics: In the re-ordering problem, we measure for each portrait the probability of being correctly classified into its distance category (from 1 to 7). In the regression task we measure both the Pearson correlation coefficient (Corr) and the coefficient of determination (R 2 ) between prediction and ground truth distance on all 7 images of the test subject:
Where the terms gt(sbj) and pred(sbj) are respectively the ground-truth and predicted distances of each picture belonging to the subject being evaluated and gt is the average of all ground truth distances.
Method
We use the position of the face's landmarks to capture the 2D shape of the face and therefore measure how much it changes with distance. Input landmarks can be both the result of manual annotations or the output of a landmark estimation algorithm. After computing the facial landmarks, we apply a supervised learning approach, see Sec 5.2. A subset of the subjects in the dataset are used to train a regressor capable of mapping the shape of their face at different distances to the ground truth distances. Then, the performance of the learned regressor is evaluated on the remaining subjects in the dataset according to each of the tasks defined in the previous Section.
Facial landmarks
Encouraged by the recent success of facial landmark estimation approaches, we decided to benchmark its feasibility for this task. We use Random Cascaded Pose Regression (RCPR) [20] , due to its performance, speed and availability of code.
We trained RCPR on 70% of the individuals in our CMDP dataset (259 images in total), with the same parameters as in the original publication. When applied to the remaining 30% of our dataset, RCPR yields an average landmark error of 6.9% and a 16% failure rate, see Fig 4(a) . Errors are measured as the average landmark distance to ground-truth, normalized as a percentage with respect to interocular distance. A failure is an average error above 10%, as in [20] .
We also trained RCPR on the more exhaustive 300-Faces-in-the wild dataset [21] which contains more than 2K faces taken from previously existing datasets and re-annotated following Multi-Pie 68 landmarks [22] convention, see Fig 2(b) . To compare its result on our test images, we only evaluate it on the 22 set of landmarks our convention shares with Multi-Pie format. This version of RCPR, applied to the same 30% subset of subjects achieves an average error of 7.8%, but with a much lower failure rate (4%), see Fig 4(a) .
Both RCPR versions are still far from human performance, struggling slightly more with faces from both distance extremes, less common in face recognition datasets, see Fig 4(b) . The distribution of errors by landmarks reveals that RCPR trained on CMDP struggles particularly with the head contour and the Training RCPR using images from CMDP achieves good average performance except for its high number of failures (16%), struggling in close-range images. RCPR trained on 300-Faces yields slightly worse average performance while with a lower number of failures (4%). A failure is an average error above 10%, as in [20] .
ears due to their inherent variability, while RCPR trained on 300F struggles with the nose and eyebrows. However, both versions still have a low number of failure cases and therefore these issues affect only slightly the final performance of distance estimation when compared with using ground-truth landmarks, as shown in next Section. 
Proposed approach
After collecting the facial landmarks, we use them as input to learn a regressor that maps face shapes to their ground-truth distances. More specifically, shape S is represented as a series of P landmark locations S = [(x p , y p )|p ∈ 1..P ∧ x, y ∈ R]. For each subject i ∈ 1..N we dispose of seven different shape vectors associated to each one of the d ∈ 1..7 different distance images, S i d . The goal is to learn a robust mapping from each one of the seven shapes to their respective distance: f : S i d → R. Shape vector normalization: Due to the heterogeneity of face physiognomies contained in our dataset, a prior normalization step of the face shapes is crucial to learn a robust mapping. First, we standardize all portraits using the individual shape vectors S i d cropping the image around the face and removing scale and rotation variations. Then, we propose two different normalization schemes for each one of the tasks defined previously.
In the re-ordering task, we can compute the average subject face shape across all seven distances (S i = 
The effect of each one of these normalization schemes on performance is presented in Fig 9(b) , compared also to no normalization at all. Each step improves performance significantly. It is evident that being able to average out with respect to the subject's shape makes a big difference, even compared to our distance normalization scheme.
Inverse distance: In practice, inverse distance is preferred to avoid the saturation of the signal after a certain value of distance (i.e. the difference in the measured distortion becomes negligible with respect to the change in distance).
Learning algorithm: We train a multivariate linear regressor to learn the mapping from the normalized shapes S i d onto the inverse distance of a face as a weighted linear combination of the P landmark locations: (
We tried several other regression/classification methods but none improved results w.r. to simple linear regression. This may be due to the the relatively small number of training examples, see Supp. Material for more info.
Regression vs. classification: For the classification task, we sort the values the regressor outputs for each of the 7 images belonging to the same subject and compare it against ground-truth distance ordering.
Results
We now discuss the results of our method on the re-ordering and pure regression tasks. We benchmark three variants of our method depending on the nature of the input landmarks: using 1) Ground-truth landmarks (MANUAL), 2) Landmarks from RCPR trained on our CMDP images (RCPR-CMDP) and 3) Landmarks from RCPR trained on 300-Faces in the wild (RCPR-300F).
All reported results are obtained using 70% of the subjects for training and the remaining 30% for testing (the same train/test set as that used to train RCPR-CMDP), except in Fig 9 where cross-validation runs are used. Variance is shown as standard errors. In Sec 6.3 we show examples of how subject physiognomy affects performance. Further analysis is available in Supp. Material. Figure 6 shows the performance on the re-ordering task. Apart from the three variants of our method, we also plot the result obtained by humans asked to perform the exact same task. We developed a specific GUI and asked a group of 5 people of different levels of computer vision expertise to sort a random permutation of all 7 pictures of a subject based on their conveyed distance. Each person annotated at least 10 different subjects (70 images in total).
Re-ordering task
The ground-truth landmarks based variant (MANUAL) outperforms human performance by 16%, while the automatic based ones (RCPR-CMDP and RCPR-300F) are slightly behind by 3% and 25% respectively. Closer faces appear to be much easier to classify than distant ones because of their unusual and disproportioned geometry. This has been confirmed by the human subjects of the study, stating their difficulty in telling apart images in the middle distance-range.
We find these results very encouraging. Our best variant outperforms human capabilities in the classification task, correctly reordering an average of 81% of the faces when random chance is merely 15%. The same method using machine estimated landmarks still classifies correctly 62% of the images, and could very likely be improved just by increasing the availability of training examples. Figure 7 shows which landmarks are most discriminative for the re-ordering task using both MANUAL and RCPR-CMDP input. We measure how well each landmark group (head contour, face contour, eyes, nose, mouth) compares to best performance when only that particular group is used. For both MANUAL and RCPR-CMDP, best results are achieved using the head contour and the nose, while the eyes seem to be the least useful. Figure 8 shows the results on the regression task. There is a strong correlation between ground-truth distances and predictions of our method. MANUAL achieves 75% correlation with a coefficient of determination of R 2 = .5, while RCPR-CMDP and RCPR-300F achieve 65% and 45% correlation and R 2 = .48 and .46 respectively. All variants seem to struggle more with the larger distances, Fig. 6 . Main results of our approach on the reordering task, measured as the probability of correctly ordering portraits of a subject according to their distance. Our methods using manual landmarks outperforms humans by 16%, while using RCPR-CMDP performance is virtually identical (lower by 3%). Input landmarks discriminative power on the re-ordering task, measured as how well the method performs when incorporating those input landmarks into the learning, ranging from most discriminative (big blue dot) to least discriminative (small red dot).
Regression task
For both MANUAL and RCPR-CMDP, the most useful landmarks are the facial/head contours and the nose.
as noticeable from the higher variance and greater distance to ground truth. This is an expected result considering the lower effect of perspective differences between two images taken from afar.
As expected, directly estimating the distance of an unknown face proved to be a harder task. Nonetheless, a correlation of 75% with ground-truth indicates that the method is learning well. Furthermore, increasing the amount of training data results in a peek of correlation up to 85%, see Figure 9 (a), with no apparent saturation of performance, suggesting that with more data performance could be close to that desired for real-life applications. Overall, our experiments suggest that the distance of a face may be estimated from an uncalibrated 2D portrait. Figure 10 shows which landmarks are most discriminative for the regression task using both MANUAL and RCPR-CMDP input. We measure how well each landmark group (head contour, face contour, eyes, nose, mouth) compares to best performance when only that particular group is used. For both MAN-UAL and RCPR-CMDP, most discriminative group is once again the nose. This finding agrees with human annotators, which consistently reported during the Fig. 8 . Main results of our approach on the regression task, measured as the distance with ground truth distance. Using MANUAL landmarks achieves 75% correlation with a coefficient of determination of R 2 = .5, while RCPR-CMDP and RCPR-300F achieve 65% and 45% correlation and R 2 = .48 and .46 respectively. re-ordering psychophysics experiments the use of the deformation in a subject's nose as their main visual cue for the task.
Looking at Figures 7 and 10 together is very informative. They show that as we suspected, head and facial contours are extremely important for this task, which explains why RCPR using our landmark convention works far better that RCPR using Multi-Pie convention, which does not have landmarks around head contour. The differences between both figures tells us what parts of the face vary the most across individuals, defining most important cues for physiognomy. Take the facial contour for instance: it switches from most useful in re-ordering task to least useful in regression. This is natural; if one knows the shape of a subject's face (re-ordering) it can be very useful to watch how it gets deformed by perspective. However, not being able to tell physiognomy apart from perspective (regression) makes those landmarks become useless.
Physiognomy
A final interesting observation regards physiognomy. Throughout all of the experiments we observed that physiognomy of people turned out to be one of the key factors for performance, both for human observers and for our algorithm. In fact, some people appear to be systematically closer than others exclusively due to the shape of their face, Figure 3 . Therefore we discussed in Section 5 normalization schemes discarding physiognomy and preserving the signal from perspective distortion.
Accordingly, we have found that the accuracy of the method increases when we normalize using the subject's own average shape across the pictures at all distances, see Fig 9(b) . However this subject-specific normalization is only applicable in the re-ordering task, where we can legitimately assume the availability of information on the subject. This has no practical bearing in the regression task where the person being portrayed is unknown. Input landmarks discriminative power on the regression task, measured as how well the method performs when incorporating those input landmarks into the learning, ranging from most discriminative (big blue dot) to least discriminative (small red dot). For both MANUAL and RCPR-CMDP, the most useful group of landmarks is the nose. For MANUAL, the head contour is once again very discriminative.
We asked whether we could derive information on subject's physiognomy by observing the results of our method and if this could shed light on what specific attributes of a human face are most likely to bias distance estimates. We measured for all the faces in the dataset their average bias in the estimated distance over several runs with different training-test set combinations and show our findings in Figure 11 . Besides a subjective feeling of roundness for the over estimated faces (judged closer by the algorithm) no evident pattern was found so far, see Supplementary Materials. Estimating physiognomy from a single picture is, thus, an open question. Figure 12 shows an example output of our algorithm for a subject whose predicted distances are close to ground truth. 
Conclusions
We proposed the first method for estimating automatically the distance from which a face was photographed. We assume that we have a single frontal photograph, where both the person and the camera are unknown. The method is based on two steps: first, estimating the position of a number of facial landmarks; second, estimating from their relative position the inverse distance by regression. We find that the method is reasonably accurate. When using manually annotated landmarks as input, it outperforms relative depth judgments obtained from human observers. Furthermore, we find that performance does not suffer much when the method is fully automated with machine-based face landmark estimation. The fully automated method can estimate absolute distance, which human observers are unable to do. As expected, distance estimates beyond 3m, where perspective projection approaches parallel projection, are much noisier than distance estimates in the 0.5-2m range.
An interesting finding is that the main source of error is the variability of physiognomies. Some people appear to be systematically closer than others because their face is shaped differently. Once one normalizes for physiognomy the accuracy of the method increases about 30%; this has no practical bearing when the person being portrayed is unknown, and therefore it is impossible to normalize for physiognomy.
Recovering the distance of a face has a number of applications: as an additional cue to depth in scene analysis, as an indicator of the possible emotional valence of the picture [1] , as a tool to study portraiture in classical paintings, and as a tool for forensic analysis of images [3] . Our experiments are encouraging, and are sufficient as a proof of principle to demonstrate feasibility. However, they indicate that accuracy would be significantly better if a much larger training set was available. It is intuitive that such a dataset should include a representative range of facial expressions, as well as a range of viewpoints.
